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so T
A BSTR A C T
Three-dimensional meshes (3D meshes, for short) are fast becoming an emerging
media type, used in a variety of application domains such as engineering design,
manufacture, architecture, bio-informatics, medicine, entertainment, commerce, sci
ence, defense, etc. The volume of data of this media type th a t is being circulated
on the internet is increasing very rapidly and is being used as frequently as other
media types like text, audio (ID), images and video (2D). Hence, 3D meshes need
good processing and visualization methods. Also, the sizes of these meshes are much
greater than the other media types mentioned above and often exceeds the memory
and bandwidth available for their storage and transmission. Compression schemes
for such large 3D meshes have become a subject of intense study lately.

Meshes are either made up of triangles or quadrilaterals. Meshes made up of only
triangles are called triangle meshes and meshes made up of quadrilaterals are called
quadrilateral meshes (quad meshes, for short). A mesh is described by specifying
its geometry (vertex coordinates) and its connectivity (adjacencies of the triangles
or quadrilaterals).

Previous research on mesh compression has been mostly for triangle meshes. Quad
meshes were traditionally handled by first triangulating them and then applying
triangle mesh compression techniques.

In order to avoid this additional triangulation step, a direct technique is proposed
for compressing and decompressing the connectivity of quad meshes. This technique
takes a quad mesh as input and encodes its connectivity as a sequence of opcodes
which can be restored back to the quad mesh, using the decompression technique.
A d ata structure called EdgeTable is introduced to aid in the traversal of a quad
mesh during compression.

111
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Also, a technique based on constrained Delaunay triangulation for reconstructing
the connectivity of a 2D mesh from its geometry and a minimum set of edges is
proposed.
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C H A PTER 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview

Various domains of human endeavor such as architecture, entertainment, engineer
ing design, medicine, bio-informatics, defense, science etc. now routinely use 3D
models in visualization and simulation applications to communicate ideas and de
signs successfully. This is mainly due to the advance in research areas such as 3D
modeling, rendering and animation. The 3D models are very effective in conveying
information and even entertaining us. In view of this, not surprisingly, 3D model
data types are a fast emerging media type.

Underlying a 3D model is a 3D mesh, a piecewise linear representation made out of
polygons. New developments and discoveries like the availability of inexpensive 3D
scanners, sophisticated gaming devices, 3D graphic accelerators and enhancers and
also the increasing use of 3D imaging in distributed collaborative work in virtually all
domains like engineering, scientific research, education, entertainment, commerce,
etc. have further proliferated the use of 3D meshes. Due to improved design and
model acquisition tools, to the wider acceptance of this technology, and to the need
for higher accuracy, the number and complexity of these models are growing more
rapidly than phone, network, and air bandwidth. Consequently, it is imperative to
continue improving the terseness of 3D data transmission formats and the perfor
mance and reliability of the associated compression and decompression algorithms
[3],

The problem of minimizing the storage space for a model can be addressed in two
orthogonal ways. One is to use mesh simplification to reduce the number of faces.
The other is mesh compression: minimizing the space taken to store a particular
mesh [21]. Mesh Compression can either be lossy or lossless.

1
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2

1.2

M otivation

There are several different application areas for meshes. On of the main applica
tions of polygonal meshes is the boundary representation of objects. The meshes
are typically attributed with the surface normal, surface material information and
parametrization together with some textures specifying the variations of the surface
color, surface normal or of the surface offset in the direction of the surface normal.
Simple polygonal meshes are commonly used because of their ease in representa
tion and hardware acceleration properties. The boundary representation of objects
is used in computer aided design, virtual worlds, in the game industry, for terrain
modeling and gains more and more importance in electronic commerce. New objects
are often scanned with 3D scanners producing very fine and large meshes, which de
mand compression.

Meshes are also used in Finite Element simulations, where the surface is split into
polygonal meshes and attributed with physical quantities of the underlying mate
rial. The equations of motion are written in terms of mesh elements. The flexible
structure of a mesh allows one to model arbitrary geometries. The Finite Element
Method has been used to successfully simulate all types of materials including cloth
and fluids. Scientific visualization is also a broad application area for meshes along
with usage of meshes as an algorithmic tool for spatial hashing and builds hierarchi
cal structures for queries. Figure 1.1 gives some of the application areas of the mesh.

Many mesh compression methods have been proposed for triangle meshes. While
triangle meshes are the most common, many CAD, VRML and other 3D model
libraries (such as Cyberware’s and Viewpoint’s model repositories) contain quadri
lateral meshes, mixed triangle/quadrilateral meshes or meshes with other kinds of
polygons. Quadrilateral meshes were handled by earlier mesh compression meth
ods by adding an edge to split each quadrilateral in the mesh into two triangles
during the encoding of the mesh and deleting these edges during decompression to
maintain the compatibility of the decompressed mesh with the original mesh. As a
result, these algorithms required encoding of additional information describing how

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Medical Simulation

Virtual Reality

Architectural Designing

Animation

Game Development

Figure 1.1: 3D mesh examples in medical simulation, animation, engineering, de
signing and games
to recover the original mesh from the triangle mesh.

In this thesis, we have proposed a new approach for compressing and decompressing
quadrilateral meshes without first having to triangulate the quadrilaterals of the
mesh. The compression algorithm compresses a quadrilateral mesh of a 3D model
into a sequence of opcodes where each opcode represents a quadrilateral face of the
mesh. The decompression algorithm faithfully reconstructs the 3D model from this
sequence of opcodes.

Also, a technique, based on constrained Delaunay triangulation, for compressing
and decompressing a 2D mesh model is proposed in this thesis, Unfortunately, we
were not successful in extending this technique to 3D meshes.

1.3

Thesis Organization

In chapter 2, we provide some facts and definitions related to meshes th a t we shall
use throughout the rest of the thesis. We also point out some application areas.

In chapter 3, we provide a literature review of some commonly used triangle mesh
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compression techniques and how quadrilateral meshes are modified so th a t they can
be compressed by these triangle mesh compression techniques.

In Chapter 4 we discuss the 3D quadrilateral mesh compression problem in detail,
the thirteen different interaction types of the faces of a quadrilateral mesh, the Edge
Table data structure used to represent the quadrilateral mesh as it provides ease
of navigation between its faces and provide algorithms for storage of the quadri
lateral mesh in this data structure, its compression and decompression. Later in
this chapter we discuss how the compression and decompression algorithms can be
modified to handle meshes of any genus. We also list out the main contributions
of our approach, explain the simulation by using a few examples and present the
experimental results on few 3D mesh models obtained from 3D mesh repositories
like the Viewpoint and Cyberware datalabs.

In chapter 5, we provide a technique for successfully compressing and decompress
ing a two dimensional triangle mesh using the constrained Delaunay triangulation
property, discuss its related concepts and analyze the technique in detail.

We conclude in Chapter 6 with a critical summary and directions for future work.
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C H A PTER 2
M esh Basics
This chapter introduces the concepts of a mesh. Firstly in section 2.1, the term mesh
is defined and other terms relevant to this dissertation are described. In section 2.2
we briefly mention some of the application areas of meshes. The sections 2.3 and
2.4 describe the Triangle mesh and Quadrilateral mesh cases and the relationship
between their elements respectively and in section 2.5 we mention the different ways
in which mesh compression techniques can be classified.

2.1

M esh Concepts

2.1.1

Definition o f a mesh

A mesh is defined as a union of polygons glued together to describe the surface of
a solid object. It is also defined as a piecewise linear surface, consisting of a set of
polygonal faces, such th a t any two faces either are disjunctive or share an edge or a
vertex. Figure 2.1 shows a solid object, its underlying mesh and the mesh elements:
faces, edges and vertices respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: a) 3D model, b) 3D polygon mesh, c) close-up of mesh segm ent

A mesh is represented with geometry (a set of vertex positions, color, normal, tex
ture, and other attributes) and connectivity (the incidence relations among vertices,
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edges, and polygons). Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of a mesh and its geometry
and connectivity representation.

feometry of

(xl,yl,zl,cl,...,nl,tl) #geometry of vertex vl
(x2,y2,z2,c2,...,n2,t2) #geometry of vertex vl
(xn,yn,zn,cn,...,rm,tnj #geometry of vertex vn

Connectivity o|
the mesh

(vl,v2,va,vb)
(v2,vb,vn)

#quadrilateral face fl
# triangular face f2

(vn,vc,

# polygonal face fn

(a)

,v l)

(b)

Figure 2.2: a) A 3D mesh, b) Its geometry and connectivity representation

2.1.2

Relationship between mesh elements

The collection of allvertices,
elements.

all edges and all faces of a mesh are called mesh

The incidencerelation between the mesh elements are:

• Each edge is incident on two end vertices.
• Each face is adjacent on an ordered closed loop of edges.
• Each face is also incident on the ordered list of verticeswhich form the end
vertices of the edges of the face.
The adjacency relation described by the connectivity component of the mesh is
defined on pairs of mesh elements of the same type as follows:
• Two faces are adjacent if and only if, both the faces havea common incident
edge or shared edge.
• Two edges are adjacent if and only if, both the edges have a common incident
vertex.
• Two vertices are incident if and only if, both the vertices have an edge incident
on both the vertices.
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Depending on the adjacency and incidence relation of mesh elements, a mesh has
certain properties which have been discussed in detail in the section 2.1.3.

2.1.3

Properties of a Mesh

The terminologies are commonly used to define the properties of a polygon mesh
are discussed below.

A sequence of non-repeated vertices such th a t each pair of consecutive vertices is
connected by an edge is called a path on the mesh. The first and the last vertices
on the path are said to be connected.

A mesh is said to be connected if every pair of its vertices is connected by a path.
When a mesh is not connected, it may be composed of one or more connected sub
sets and the two vertices of the mesh are said to belong to the same connected subset
if they are connected by a path.

An edge of the mesh is a boundary edge if it belongs to exactly one polygon face, an
internal edge if it is shared by exactly two polygon faces and a singular edge if it
is shared by more than two polygon faces. Boundary edges and internal edges are
also called regular edges and are illustrated in Figure 2.3 as thick and thin edges
respectively.

All the boundary edges together form the boundary of the mesh. Each connected
subset of boundary is a closed curve called the bounding loop or hole.
A vertex of the mesh is a regular vertex if the set of vertices of all its incident poly
gons can be reordered to obtain a single path; otherwise it is called a singular vertex.
A regular vertex can either be a boundary vertex or an internal vertex depending on
whether it is incident on th e boundary edge or an internal edge as shown in Figure

2.3.
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Figure 2.3: A polygonal mesh having boundary edges (represented by thick lines),
boundary vertices (represented by big dots), internal edges (thin lines)
and internal vertices (small dots)
A mesh is a manifold mesh if it consists of only regular vertices and regular edges
and has no singular vertices or singular edges. If not the mesh is a non-manifold
mesh. If all the edges in the mesh are shared by exactly two polygons then the mesh
is a closed mesh, else it is an open mesh. Figure 2.4 shows examples for manifold
and non manifold meshes.

4
(d)

Figure 2.4: a)Manifold mesh without boundary, b) manifold mesh with boundary,
c) non manifold because of singular edge and d) non manifold because
of singular vertices (modified from [17], pp: 6)
A mesh is said to be an orientable mesh, if the face orientations of two adjacent
faces of the mesh can be chosen in such a way th a t the common incident edge gets
different orientations from different faces as shown in Figure 2.5.

A mesh has genus g if and only if the mesh can be cut along 2g closed loops without
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Figure 2.5: A mesh segment having different orientations for a common incident
edge
disconnecting it. An example of a genus zero mesh, a Sphere and a genus one mesh,
a torus mesh is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: a) Sphere- genus 0, b) Torus - genus 1 mesh

2.2

Triangular M esh

A triangle mesh is defined as a special case of polygon mesh having all triangular
polygons and the set of these triangular polygons forming the mesh are homeomorphic to the triangulation of the sphere. The surface of a mesh is the union of the
point sets of its triangles. Figure 2.7 shows a triangle mesh for the 3D cow model
of Figure 2.1 a).
The relation between the number of triangles, the number of edges and the number
of vertices in a triangle mesh can be derived from the Euler’s equation for simple
meshes as shown below.
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Figure 2.7: A triangle mesh describing the 3D model (Figure 2.1) of a cow

Euler’s equation for a closed orientable manifold mesh is given by,
V- e + f = 2-2g,

(2.1)

where v is the number of vertices of the mesh, e is the number of edges of the mesh,
/ is the number of faces of the mesh and g is the genus of the mesh.

The Euler’s equation for a triangle mesh is
v — e + t = 2 — 2g,

(2.2)

where t is the number of triangular faces of the mesh.

For large manifold triangle meshes, each triangle has three edges and each edge is
shared by at least two triangle faces. Hence, we have

3t ,
e ^ —
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Substituting (2.3) in (2.2), we get

(2.4)
In large meshes, the number of triangle faces is greater than the genus of the mesh
i.e. | » 2 —2g so

(2.5)
Prom (2.5) we can deduce th a t there are approximately twice as many triangles as
the vertices in a triangle mesh. This further justifies the need for compression of
connectivity data of a triangle mesh.

2.3

Quadrilateral M eshes

Similar to a triangle mesh, a quadrilateral mesh (quad mesh, for short) is also a
special case of polygon mesh which represents the surface of a 3D model as a union
of only quadrilateral faces. Figure 2.8 shows a quadrilateral mesh for the 3D cow
model of Figure 2.1 a).

Figure 2.8: A quad mesh describing the 3D model (Figure 2.1) of a cow
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Euler’s equation stated in (2.1) is modified to represent a quad mesh as follows:

v — e + q = 2 — 2g,

(2.6)

where q is the number of quadrilateral faces of the mesh.

As, in a triangle mesh, a manifold quad mesh has four edges per face and each edge
is shared by at least two quads. Also, the genus of the quad mesh is negligible when
compared to the number of quads. Substituting these observations in (2.6), we find
th a t in a quad mesh the number of faces is almost equal to the number of vertices.

v « q,

(2.7)

Prom equations (2.5) and (2.7), we can deduce th a t a quad mesh representing a 3D
model is approximately half the size of a triangle mesh representing the same model,
thus making quad meshes a more desirable representation than triangle meshes.

2.4

M esh Compression

Mesh Compression is the process of deriving a new encoding for a given polygo
nal mesh model M, such th a t the total number of bits needed in the new encoding
is much lower than the number needed for the uncompressed representation. To
compress a mesh, either both geometry and connectivity can be encoded separately
or connectivity can be encoded as a function of geometry. There are other clas
sifications of mesh compression: lossless vs lossy compression and single-rate vs
progressive compression.

A lossless compression restores the original mesh without any loss of information
during decompression but lossy compression allows distortion of the mesh to achieve
good compression ratios.
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In a single-rate compression algorithm, all geometry and connectivity d ata are com
pressed and decompressed as a whole and the graphics card cannot render the
original mesh until the entire bit stream has been wholly received. Progressive
compression techniques compress and transm it data progressively i.e. a mesh is
reconstructed continuously from coarse to fine levels of detail by the decoder while
the receiver is still receiving the bit stream. Progressive compression of mesh is de
sirable for transmission of complex meshes over networks with limited bandwidth.
However, there is a tradeoff in the accuracy of the decoded mesh. In other words,
progressive compression is a lossy compression technique whereas single-rate com
pression is essentially a lossless method. Hence, single-rate compression is preferred
when the accuracy and completeness of the mesh being transm itted is very impor
tan t for the application. Figure 2.9 illustrates th a t a single-rate compression simply
encodes the original mesh while a progressive compression encodes a coarser mesh
followed by successive refinements.

Figure 2.9: Single-rate Compression (top) vs Progressive Compression (bottom)
(modified from [4], pp: 1)
The most commonly evaluated parameter of compression algorithms is the Com
pression ratio. If U(0) and C(0) are used to denote the number of bits for the
uncompressed and the compressed versions respectively, then the compression ratio
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CR is defined by the formula:

C R -

U ( 0)

’

(2 ' 8 )

A user can balance between available memory or bandwidth and tolerable distor
tions and decide how the compression is to be done depending on the distortion
errors between the original and the restored mesh. Eventually sequences of symbols
as instructions for the decoder are generated from the encoder. The compression
ratios directly depend on the number of symbols used to encode the mesh. Further,
good data compression techniques like arithmetic encoding work on the principle of
probability. Hence, smaller sequences of minimal symbols are ideal for good com
pression ratios.
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C H A PTER 3
Literature R eview
Research into mesh compression received a lot of attention since the early 90’s, and
there has been a significant amount of progress in this field since then. The state
of the art in this field can be broadly classified into single rate compression tech
niques and progressive compression techniques. Single rate compression techniques
are preferred over progressive techniques as the mesh is reproduced without distor
tion and loss of information. For single rate compression, different algorithms have
been proposed. Typically, these compress the connectivity and geometry separately.
In sections 3.2 and 3.3 of this chapter we focus on a review of single rate geometry
and connectivity compression algorithms for triangle meshes. Some of the triangle
mesh compression algorithms have been modified to handle quad meshes by con
verting these into triangle meshes first. These quad mesh algorithms are discussed
in section 3.4.

3.1

Single R ate Compression

In a pioneering paper on single rate compression technique, Deering [11] showed
th a t the geometry and connectivity of a 3d mesh can be encoded separately. He
also showed th a t the coding order of geometry data is determined by the underlying
connectivity d ata of the mesh. Thus the two salient components of single rate
compression technique are:
• Connectivity compression: This involves reducing repeated references to ver
tices shared by many triangles.
• Geometry compression: This involves reducing the precision with which co
ordinate values, normal vector components, etc. are represented or removing
highly detailed features using signal processing techniques.

15
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3.2

Single R ate Geom etry Compression

As we pointed out already, single-rate mesh compression schemes encode geometry
data in a lossy manner. In [44], Rossignac argues for this as follows: “The accuracy
of a model is often limited during its creation due to numeric round-off errors in the
computation of intersections, limited resolution of input techniques or by measure
ment errors and hence it is not required to store the vertex coordinates with full
floating point precision, as long as geometry preserves the topological and adjacency
relations” .

In order to exploit the high correlation between the positions of adjacent vertices,
most single-rate geometry compression schemes follow a three-step method: pre
quantization of vertex positions, prediction of the quantized vertex positions and
entropy encoding of the prediction residuals.

3.2.1

Scalar Quantization

The precision obtained by 32-bit floating-point representation is beyond human per
severance and far exceeds what is needed by applications. Quantization truncates
the vertex coordinates to a fixed accuracy, thus reducing storage size while pre
serving an acceptable geometric accuracy. Thus quantization can be performed to
reduce the data amount without seriously impairing visual quality. Quantization is
inherently a lossy procedure since it replaces a large or infinite set of values with a
smaller set.

Deering [11] was the first to introduce quantization in mesh compression as a process
which truncates the vertex coordinates and other property data while maintaining
a fixed accuracy. Scalar quantization can either be uniform or non-uniform. Many
authors [51, 7, 54, 11] claim to use the same quantization resolution globally to
uniformly quantize vertex coordinates. Chow [9] partitions a mesh into regions and
different quantization resolutions are chosen for each region depending on curvature
and triangle sizes.
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3.2.2

Prediction

After quantization of the vertex coordinates, these are predictively encoded by ex
ploiting the correlation between adjacent vertex positions. According to [7], “A
vertex position predictor combines the positions of previously encoded neighbor
ing vertices to form a prediction of the current vertex position. There are three
commonly used geometry predictors: linear predictors, high-order predictors and
parallelogram predictors” .

D elta Prediction : Adjacent vertices in a mesh tend to have slightly different co
ordinates, and the differences between the coordinates are usually very small.
Deering [11] and Chow [9] call the difference in coordinates of adjacent ver
tices as delta and encode this delta instead of the vertex coordinates. The
quantization resolution achieved by [11] lies between 10 to 16 bits per vertex
and th a t of [9] ranges between 13 to 18 bits per vertex.

Linear Prediction : Papers [51] and [52] claim to use a spatial organization of
the vertices into a spanning tree and linear predictors to replace position or
property coordinates by small corrective terms, which are encoded losslessly.
Here the position of the new vertex is predicted from a linear combination of
position of K (four in [51]) ancestor vertices in the spanning tree.

Parallelogram Prediction : [54] claims to proposes a more sophisticated predic
tion scheme called parallelogram rule. It also proposes an equation r=v+u-w
to predict the new vertex r of the triangle (u,v,r) neighboring the triangle
(u,v,w).

B utterfly Prediction : [42] uses a prediction method inspired by the Butterfly
subdivision method proposed in [13] and its improvement for irregular topol
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ogy proposed in [57] to estimate the original vertex positions. The Butterfly
interpolation inserts a new vertex by splitting an edge and the position of the
new vertex is a weighted sum of the surrounding vertices.

S e c o n d O rd er P r e d ic tio n : [7] experimentally confirms th a t a second order pre
diction for encoding vertices has better performance than the delta prediction
of [11] and [9]. Second order prediction algorithm of [7] is done in two steps.
In its first step the differences between quantized vertex positions is computed
and in the second step the difference between the quantized difference codes
is calculated

3.2.3

Statistical Coding

The residues obtained from prediction may be large and may be compressed fur
ther. Statistical coding involves the process of quantizing and entropy encoding the
residue from the prediction method. [54] was the first to use this method along
with arithmetic coding compression to reduce the total storage size of the most sig
nificant bit to the theoretical entropy of 0.05 bit per coordinate. This method was
later used by almost all single rate compression algorithms like [44, 45, 46, 1, 3, 4, 5].

3.3

Single R ate C onnectivity Compression

As pointed out in [49], “If stored in uncompressed form, the connectivity is typi
cally more expensive than the geometrical data” . [44] further justifies the need for
connectivity compression by stating that, “There are approximately twice more tri
angles than vertices in a triangle mesh.” In [46] Rossignac carries on the argument
further by saying that, “In a triangle mesh, the number of triangles is roughly twice
the number of vertices and each vertex has about five to seven triangles adjacent
to it. So every vertex has to be referenced approximately five to seven times to
represent the complete triangle mesh.”
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Not surprisingly, therefore, the thrust of a large body of work, namely [20, 27, 44, 54],
on single-rate compression research has been on devising clever methods to encode
the connectivity d ata of the mesh by reducing these repeated references.

Thus adjacency of triangles in a triangle mesh is exploited by ordering triangles into
either triangle strips or triangle fans or triangle spirals (in OpenGL). [20] and [54],
constructed triangle spanning trees with the vertices numbered in the order they
were encountered in the triangle tree. [44] defines a set of five operators to encode
the traversal of triangles in the mesh.

The above mentioned compression schemes concentrate on manifold triangle meshes.
However many 3D models are generally represented by non-triangular polygonal
meshes and meshes with non-manifold topologies. [27] is an extension of the connec
tivity algorithm in [44] for compressing connectivity of polygonal manifold meshes.

In some cases, like [2] th a t produces unorganized clouds of 3D points from which
incidence can be derived automatically and [38] th a t produce images from cloud of
3D samples, do not require connectivity compression.

The existing single-rate connectivity compression schemes can be classified into five
categories: the triangle strip scheme, the spanning tree scheme, the layering based
approach, the valence based approach and the triangle based approach.

3.3.1

Triangle Strip Scheme

According to [7], “A triangle strip is an ordered sequence of triangles in a triangle
layer where each pair of consecutive triangles shares a common edge” . Hence, a
triangle strip can be formed by combining a new vertex with previous two vertices
in the vertex sequence. The triangle strip method introduced by [11] divides a 3D
mesh into long strips of triangles and then encodes these triangle strips. Deering
[11] claimed th a t this method was aimed at reducing data transmission between the
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CPU and the hardware graphics adapter and is particularly well suited for hardware
with limited memory. He also introduced the concept of generalized triangular mesh
formed by the combination of generalized triangle strips and a vertex buffer. It used
a FIFO (first-in-first-out) vertex buffer to store the indices of up to 16 previously
visited vertices for future reference. If the vertex encountered during encoding is
stored on the buffer then buffer index is used to represent the vertex index, which
requires fewer bits than vertex index to encode. [51] showed th a t this representa
tion requires approximately 11 bits per vertex to encode the connectivity for large
meshes. [14] proposed a sub-optimal algorithm to construct triangle strips from
partially triangulated models and claimed th a t the triangle strips so constructed
improved compression ratios by 15%.

2

1

4

"3-

6

8

/V*

5

7

Figure 3.1: A Triangle strip ([14], pp: 1)
Based on [11], [9] proposed a mesh decomposition algorithm, optimized for real-time
rendering. The proposed algorithm first finds a set of boundary edges, and then a
fan of triangles (that is, a sequence of triangles with a common vertex and two con
secutive triangles sharing a common edge) for vertices incident on two consecutive
boundary edges and combines the triangle strips to form a generalized triangle strip.

3.3.2

Spanning Tree scheme

Turan [55] was the first to observe th a t a constant number of bits per vertex can
efficiently encode the connectivity of planar graph using two spanning trees - a tri
angle spanning tree and a vertex spanning tree. Borrowing on this idea, Taubin k
Rossignac [51] presented an approach, fancifully called topological surgery, to encode
the connectivity of a mesh.
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In this approach, a vertex spanning tree (VST) is constructed for the input mesh by
an algorithm, likened to orange-peeling. Quantization, linear prediction and entropy
encoding is used to compress the VST as described in section 3.2.

The mesh, cut along the edges of the VST, is flattened to form a planar mesh whose
dual is a triangle spanning tree (TST). A run-length encoding scheme is used to
compress the TST, where each run is defined to be a tree segment between two
nodes whose degree is not equal to two. It uses two flags, one to indicate if the run
subsequent to current run starts at the same node and the second to indicate if the
ending node of the current run is a leaf node. The length of the each run and the
two flag values are further encoded as one bit per triangle. The method claims that
the coding cost is proportional to the number of runs which in tu rn depends on how
the VST is constructed.

Taubin & Rossignac [51] also suggested modification to their algorithms for han
dling manifold meshes, meshes with boundary and suggested a method to convert
a non-manifold mesh into manifold components before compressing it.

3.3.3

Layering based approach

Bajaj et al [7] proposed a new layering structure of vertices and used this structure
in the encoding of mesh connectivity. In this approach, a triangular mesh is first
decomposed into several concentric layers of vertices and triangle layers are formed
within each vertex layer by joining vertices in th a t particular layer. It claims that
each triangle layer is a generalized triangle strip. This paper states, “The Layering
Procedure decomposes an arbitrary mesh into the four geometric primitives: con
tours, branching points, triangle strips and triangle fans.” They also observed th a t
a branching point is generated when a vertex layer intersects itself and this point di
vides the vertex layer into several segments called contours. This approach proposed
th a t by forming the vertex layers and triangle layers the connectivity compression is
actually reduced to the encoding of the number of vertex layers, number of vertices
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Figure 3.2: Topological surgery (a) The vertex spanning tree, (b) composed of vertex
runs, (c) Cutting through the vertex tree edges produces topological
simply connected polygons, (d) The bounding loop, i.e. boundary of
the polygon, (e) The dual graph of the polygon is the triangle spanning
tree, (f) Triangle runs end in leaf or branching triangles, (g) The triangle
spanning tree has a root triangle, (h) Matching edges connect consecutive
triangles within a triangle run, ([51], pp: 6)
in each layer, the generalized triangle strip and the overhead bits introduced when
branching points, contours and triangle fans are found.

They also claimed th a t their method is different and better than [51] (which also
used the layering approach) as it does not combine the different vertex layers into a
tree and does not require large memory buffers as the previous approach.

3.3.4

Valence based approach

Touma & Gotsman [54] presented an algorithm for encoding the connectivity of an
orientable manifold mesh in a lossless manner by observing th a t the vertices inci
dent on any polygonal manifold mesh may be ordered by sorting them in a clockwise
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M
Figure 3.3: The layering structure: Triangle layers are alternatively colored gray and
yellow for both (a) apple and (b) horse, [7], pp: 3
order in a consistent manner. The algorithm proposed in this paper starts with one
of the triangles in the mesh as the seed triangle whose edges form the initial border
of the mesh.

The edges of this seed triangle are pushed on a stack called the active list. The active
list divides the triangle mesh into an inner part i.e. the part of the mesh already
processed and an outer part which involves the unprocessed part; this border grows
outwards until the whole mesh is processed. Each time a vertex is popped from this
active list, the number of edges incident on this vertex or the valence of the vertex
is encoded and all vertices joined to this vertex by unvisited edges are pushed into
the active list.

An active list may need to be split and merged with another active list and so the
authors proposes a special code for such split and merge operations. The authors
claim th a t their work easily extends to meshes with boundaries by connecting all its
boundary vertices to a dummy vertex and making it a closed mesh before applying
this technique.

[54] justifies the use of arithmetic coding to encode the valence information in less
than 1.5 bpv on average by stating that, “Valence of the vertices of the mesh is
compactly distributed around 6 in a typical mesh” .
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Alliez & Desbrun [5] proposed an improvement for minimizing the split operations
of the previous algorithm as they found th at split codes, offsets and dummy vertices
require extra coding bits. To reduce the split operations and thus the split codes
they suggested using a heuristic method to choose vertex having the least number
of unvisited edges incident on them instead of next vertex from the active list. To
reduce the number of bits used to encode split offsets, they sorted the unprocessed
vertices depending on their distance from the current vertex and used an index to
this sorted list as the split offset. To reduce the number of dummy vertices they
proposed using just one dummy vertex for all boundaries in the input mesh. And,
lastly they proposed using the improved adaptive arithmetic coding described in
[48] than the normal arithmetic coding.

3.3.5

Triangle based approach

The triangle based approach is similar to valence based approach excepting th a t
during encoding it processes one triangle at a time rather than the vertex of the
mesh and outputs the building operations for new triangles instead of vertices. [20]
proposed a method called cut-border machine for local compression and decompres
sion in real-time applications. They claim th a t their method compresses triangle
mesh without significant delay for storing and transmitting. Their method traverses
the mesh in a breadth first order and stores cut-borders i.e. the edges for which ad
jacent triangles are unvisited on a buffer and processes them one by one. Every
time a cut-border is processed, a building operation is produced to represent the
connectivity of this triangle with the rest of the mesh. The five building operations
it proposes are: ‘new vertex’, ‘forward’, ‘backward’, ‘split’ and ‘close’. [20 ] produces
a list of building operations and further compresses it using the Huffman coding to
obtain compression ratio of about 4 bpv. [18] used an improved adaptive arithmetic
encoder and obtained compression ratio of 1.9 bpv on average.

Rossignac [44] proposed another triangle based approach called the Edgebreaker to
encode the connectivity i.e. the triangle vertex incidence graph of arbitrary triangle
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meshes. In this method the next triangle to be traversed is controlled by the bound
ary edges. In [44], the initial boundary of the mesh is formed by the edges of the
seed triangle and it separates the unvisited triangles from the visited triangles. [44]
calls each edge on the boundary as the gate edge and focuses on one gate edge called
the active gate edge in every step. In this method the gate edges are stored on a
stack and at each step a new vertex defines the triangle incident to the active gate.
This triangle is conquered, the boundary of the mesh expands to fit the new triangle,
a building operation or an opcode describing the behavior of the new vertex with
the boundary is added to the opcode-list and the active gate is moved to the next
edge in the updated boundary. The five building operations used by this algorithm
are: C if the new vertex is not on the boundary, L if the new vertex precedes the
gate on the boundary, R if the new vertex follows the gate on the boundary, E if
the vertex both follows and precedes the gate edge and S for a split operation. In
this method the decoder is able to reconstruct the mesh from the opcode list and
the compressed vertex list. [44] proposes a two pass decompression algorithm. The
first pass calculates the offset for split operation and the second pass reconstructs
the mesh.

11

#

Figure 3.4: Edgebreaker Compression (a) CLERS scheme, (b) Compressing a region
of the mesh and (c) Compression of 3D model, [44], pp: 8
Isenburg & Snoeyink [28] observed th a t calculation of offset for split operation in a
pre-processing phase was not needed if the opcode list generated in compression of
[44] was traversed in a reverse order. Based on this observation [28] proposed the
SpiraleRiversi method.
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Rossignac et al [45] also proposed a method called Wrap k Zip to avoid the pre
processing phase in decompression of Edgebreaker approach which could read the
opcode list in the same sequence as it was generated by [44]. Wrap k Zip decom
pression claims to be a linear time and space complexity approach. This method
begins by building the topology or just the connectivity of the mesh without inte
rior vertices and orients the boundary edges of the triangle. They then proposed an
algorithm called zip th a t joins all pair of adjacent boundary edges oriented towards
a common vertex and recognize the common vertex.

King k Rossignac [31] used a 2-bit prefix to encode the CLERS string and to select
between three alternative codes depending on the probability of a certain opcode
to appear after another. [31] claimed to improve the upper bound for encoding a
triangular mesh to 3.67 bpv for simple meshes. [17] proposed an improvised method
for encoding the string and claimed th a t his method improved the upper bound to
3.522 bpv.

Szymczak et al [49] optimized the Edgebreaker method of [44] for regular meshes
by observing th a t the output opcodes are highly dependent. This approach works
in three parts, the first one produces a hit/m iss sequence indicating whether a C of
the CLERS scheme was correctly predicted or not, the second part differentiates be
tween C,L,S from E,R and in the third part a L is distinguished from a S or E from R.

3.4

Polygonal m esh compression techniques

Most compression algorithms focus on triangular meshes.

To handle polygonal

meshes, they triangulate polygons before compression. In order to minimize the
overhead associated with triangulation of polygonal meshes before compression and
converting back into polygonal meshes after decompression, a few algorithms have
been proposed to encode polygonal meshes directly without pre-triangulation.
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King et al [35] generalized the EdgeBreaker algorithm to handle quadrilateral meshes
and mixed quadrilateral and triangular meshes. The authors of [35] proposed an
approach to split each quad into two triangles according to a rule ensuring th a t two
triangles created from each quad are adjacent in EdgeBreaker traversal sequence.
The method proposed by the author incorporates the pre-triangulation step within
the compression algorithm splitting quads as and when they are encountered during
compression. It also prevents the storage of extra information required for reconvert
ing decompressed triangle meshes to polygon meshes as the two triangles forming
the quad are encoded one after another but the overhead of triangulating the quads
and re-converting those remains.

Isenburg k, Snoeyink [27] proposed an extension of the triangle conquest method
called the face fixer to encode polygonal meshes. This method produced an encod
ing for every edge of the mesh. The number of edges in any mesh is approximately
more than twice the number of its faces and hence the encoding sequence produced
by this method is large.

Lee et al [36] proposed the triangle-quad mesh compression algorithm called the
angle-analyzer technique. This method is an extension of triangle conquest ap
proach. It proposed a twelve code opcode scheme to encode the connectivity of
mixed quad-triangle mesh. This algorithm is not very efficient in handling splits
and merges hence, to minimize the entropy of opcode sequence; it chooses each gate
adaptively to minimize splitting and merging of edge loops. Because of its ineffi
cient ways of handling splits this method is not particularly suited for meshes with a
very high genus. The authors claim th a t their algorithm yields 40% and 20% better
compression ratios than the method proposed in [54].

Isenburg [26] proposes a method called Degree Duality coder which is an extension
of the vertex based coder method of [54] to polygon meshes and uses the method
proposed in [5] to achieve good compression ratios. The method proposed by the
author represents the connectivity of polygon meshes as a sequence of vertex de
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grees and a sequence of face degrees. Vertex degrees and face degrees are highly
correlated. Specifically low degree vertices have faces of high degree surrounding
them. This property is exploited for the prediction of vertex and face degrees.

A similar method was independently developed during the same time by [29]. This
method also extends the works of [54] and [5] to handle polygon meshes. This
method makes use of the duality between vertex valences and face degrees and
maintains th a t each can be replaced by the other. The method proposed by Isen
burg in [26] provides slightly better compression performance than [29], but both
these algorithms are only capable of handling manifold meshes.

Isenburg & Alliez [23] applied the parallelogram prediction rule to encode geometry
data in polygonal meshes. This method attem pts to form a parallelogram prediction
within a polygon rather than across polygons. Since polygons tend to be planar and
convex the prediction yields better coding gain. Experimentally this scheme claims
to require about 23% less geometry bit rates than the convention parallelogram pre
diction rule.
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C H A PTER 4
Problem Specification
4.1

Problem Definition

The aim of our method is to compactly encode and decode the connectivity of
quadrilateral meshes in linear time. To perform the tests we collected 3D meshes
from various databases like the Viewpoint Datalabs, Cyberware Datalabs, Princeton
3D model databases and search engine, 3D Cafe Labs and a few other private data
repositories. Often the 3D mesh available in the above mentioned database are in
different mesh formats and may not necessarily be quadrilateral meshes. Therefore
they need to be converted into quadrilateral meshes in one standard mesh format
th a t the method proposed reads in as input mesh to be compressed. The 3D mesh
standard used by our proposed method is the Wavefront .obj format. The 3D mesh
in any other format, for example, the ply format, can be easily converted into the
.obj format.

4.1.1

Creating Quadrilateral meshes from polygonal meshes

Highly irregular quadrilateral meshes can be constructed from polygon meshes by
extending the method of [41]. In this method the center of each polygon is joined to
the midpoint of each edge on the polygon to generate quadrilaterals. This results in
every polygonal face of the mesh being broken down into as many quadrilaterals as
the degree of the polygon. If the polygon mesh has n v vertices (vi, v2, . . . , v„v), np
polygons (pi,p2) • • • ,Pnp), n e edges (ei, e2, . . . , e „ J and degree of polygon

is degPi

where i = 1 to np, then the resulting quadrilateral mesh will have (nv + np + n e)
vertices and

degPi quadrilaterals.

29
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4.1.2

Formulation of the problem

Consider a 3D quadrilateral mesh M q = (Gm, Cm) where Gm is the geometry of the
mesh and Cm represents the connectivity information. If the 3D mesh has nv vertices
and n q quadrilaterals, then Gm = (iq, v2, . . . , vUv) where V{ = {xi,yi, Zi} for i = 1 to
nv and Cm = (fi, f 2, ■■■, f np) where each face fj for j — 1 to np is a quadrilateral
depicted by the index of the vertices incident on the face i.e. fj =
where Uy-eGTO, j= l,2,3,4 and vn ± vi2, vn

vi3, vu)

vi3, va ± vi4, vi2 ^ vi3, vi2 ± vu and

The aim is to encode the 3D quadrilateral mesh such th at each face of the mesh is
depicted by an operation code describing the structural connection of this face with
the rest of the mesh and be able to decode the list of operation codes to get back
the original 3D quadrilateral mesh at the receiver’s end.

4.2

A Quadrilateral Conquest approach

Any compression technique consists of two algorithms, a compression algorithm th a t
takes an input X and generates a representation X c th at requires fewer bits and a
decompression or reconstruction algorithm th a t operates on compressed representa
tion X c to generate reconstruction X if it is a lossless technique, reconstruction Y if
it is a lossy technique. Our approach to compress and decompress the 3D quadri
lateral mesh is based on conquering or restoring one quad of the mesh at a time
respectively. During compression the region conquered grows and during decom
pression the restored region grows at every step and hence the approach can also
be called as a region growing approach. In this approach the compression of the
connectivity of the quadrilateral mesh is achieved by reducing it to a sequence of op
codes, one opcode for every quadrilateral of the mesh as described in [33]. Both the
algorithms begin at the initial borderline, dividing the whole mesh into conquered
and unconquered parts and insert quads one at a time to the conquered parts. This
approach needs to navigate from one quadrilateral to its neighboring quadrilateral,
making the face adjacency an im portant relation between the quadrilateral faces.
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To aid in easy navigation between the quadrilaterals of the mesh we use an Edge
Table structure to store the information of the 3D mesh. The Edge Table extends
the Corner Table representation for triangle mesh proposed in [46] to handle 3D
quadrilateral meshes.

4.2.1

Edge Table data structure

The edge table data structure uses the concept of the edge th a t represents the as
sociation of a quadrilateral with one of its incident edges. In the edge table data
structure the edges, the vertices and the quadrilaterals are indexed by non-negative
integers.

The Edge Table is composed of three arrays G ,E and O and will be used to represent
a quad mesh having n q faces and n v vertices.

The geometry is stored in the coordinate table G, where G[u] contains the triplet of
the coordinates of the vertex v and will be denoted by v.g. The order in which the
vertices are listed in G is arbitrary but defines an integer Id associated with each
vertex.

Quadvertex incidence defines each quad by four Ids of its vertices, which are stored
as consecutive entries in the E array. Note th a t the four incidence edges of the quad
can be determined if incident vertices are oriented in an order. Hence, each one of
the four vertices in E can be thought of an edge.For example, edges with indexes
0, 1, 2 & 3 correspond to the first quadrilateral and edges of indexes 4, 5, 6 & 7
correspond to second quadrilateral and so on. As a consequence an edge with index
c is associated with the quadrilateral of index c.q = (c DIV 4). A quad mesh having
m faces will have 4m edge table entries.

Let c be such an edge of the quad c.q, then c.e (or E[c]) gives one of its two inci
dent vertices called the starting vertex for th a t edge. Note that, 1 < c.q < n q and
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1 < c.e < nv. As the incident vertices of the quad are oriented, the vertex Id entry

next to c.e in the E array for the quad c.q gives the ending vertex of the edge c. Let
c.p, c.n and c .f refer to the Ids of previous, next and the facing edges in the cyclic
order of edges around c.q.

Although G and E arrays suffice to completely specify the quads and thus the sur
face they represent, they do not offer direct access to a neighboring quad or edge.
We use the opposite Id, c.o cached in O table to accelerate mesh traversal from one
quad to its neighbor. The operators c.l,c.r and c.a return the left, right and above
neighbors of c. We consistently orient all the quads in the Edge Table such that
c.n = 4 x c .g + [(c + l) MOD 4], c.p — 4 x c .^ + [(c + 3 ) MOD 4], c . f — 4 x c .g + [(c + 2 )
MOD 4] and c./.e = c.o.p.e.

The neighboring quads c.l, c.r and c.a can be obtained by c.l = c.n.o, c.r = c.p.o
and c.a = c.o. The Figure 4.1 shows all the operators needed to traverse a mesh in
the Edge Table structure.

C.P.

-c.f.e or c.o.p.e

c.f
c.q
c.e-

c.n.e

Figure 4.1: Edge operators for traversing and processing an Edge Table representa
tion

4.2.2

Quadrilateral Interaction Types

[33] generalized the CLERS labeling scheme of [44] to polygonal meshes. They pro
posed th a t when a mesh is traversed the interaction of each polygon with the rest
of the mesh can be enumerated in a finite number of ways. For example a quadri
lateral in a mesh interacts with the rest of the mesh in one of the thirteen ways and
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polygons of degree k, k > 4 of a polygonal mesh interacts with the rest of the mesh
in Pfc different ways where Pfc = 3Pfc_i —Pk- 2 for k = 3,4,... and P 2 = 2 and Pi =
1.

The interaction of each quad with the rest of the mesh is nothing but the interaction
of its incident edges and vertices with the boundary of the mesh. The common
boundary edge incident on both the current quadrilateral and the previously visited
quadrilateral is called the active gate AG and signifies the entry point from the
previous quad to the current quad. The thirteen interaction types are enumerated
from the following three incidence edges and two incident vertices with respect to
the gate edge AG depending on if they are on the boundary or are interior edges
or vertices of the mesh. Note th a t once a quad is traversed its incident edges and
vertices are added to the current boundary of the mesh. The five conditions for
determining the interaction types are:
• W hether the edge previous to the gate given by AG.p is on the current bound
ary of the mesh or not.
• W hether the edge in front of the gate given by AG.f is currently an internal
edge or a boundary edge.
• W hether the edge next to the gate given by AG.n is currently an internal edge
or a boundary edge.
• W hether the start vertex of the edge in front of the gate given by AG.f.E is
currently an internal vertex or lies on the boundary of the mesh.
• W hether the ending vertex of the edge in front of the gate (also, the starting
vertex of the edge previous to the gate) given by AG.p.E is currently an internal
vertex or boundary vertex.
The 4.1 is a table listing the thirteen different interaction types for a quad in a quad
mesh depending on the status of five of its properties.
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AG.f.e
A G .f

AG.q
AG

AG.n.e

AG.'

Figure 4.2: Five properties of a quad which determine its interaction type
Interaction
type

Qx
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Qe
Q7
Qs
Q9
Q 10
Qn
Qn
Qn

Previous
Edge
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
internal
internal
internal
internal
internal
internal
internal
internal

Facing
Edge
boundary
boundary
internal
internal
internal
boundary
boundary
internal
internal
internal
internal
internal
internal

Next
Edge
boundary
internal
internal
boundary
internal
boundary
internal
internal
boundary
internal
internal
boundary
internal

Start vertex
of A G .f.e
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
internal
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
internal
boundary
boundary
internal

Ending vertex
of AG.p.e
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
boundary
internal
internal
internal

Table 4.1: Status of the five properties of the gate for the interaction types
From the table it is evident th at Q$ to Qw are similar to Q\ to Q 5 except th a t
for Qq to Q w the previous edge is an internal edge. Also Q n to Qw is similar to
Qs to Q10 except th a t e.p.E is an internal vertex for Qn to Q 13 and a boundary
vertex for Q$ to Qw. We use this encoding scheme in our method to compress the
connectivity of the quad mesh to an op-code for every quad of the mesh. Figure 4.3
illustrates the different interaction types for quad meshes.
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Figure 4.3: All possible interactions of quads in a quad mesh

4.3

Compression Phase

The adjacency information of the quad mesh is very important during compression
of quad meshes; hence the quad mesh to be compressed is first stored in an Edge
Table data structure. The algorithm used for this storage is described in section
4.3.1. The Edge Table d ata structure representation of the quad mesh is then com
pressed by the Quad_Mesh_Compression algorithm explained in section 4.3.2.
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4.3.1

Edge Table construction

The first step in the Compression phase is to create an Edge Table structure for
the quad mesh to be compressed. This step is formalized in the algorithm Edge
Table.Construction. The algorithm takes a quad mesh M q and stores the necessary
geometry and connectivity information of the quad in an Edge table d ata structure
having three arrays O, E and G. This algorithm also finds the adjacency informa
tion to be stored in the O array.

The algorithm begins by storing the vertex coordinates of all the vertices of the quad
mesh in G array and storing the first quad face of the mesh in the E array. The first
quad has four adjacent quads which will be filled in the consequent E array entries
and their corresponding indices will be stored in the O array entry of the edges of
the first quad. This process of finding neighboring quads and entering them in the
E array is repeated recursively for each quad present in the Edge Table starting
from the second quad in the E table until all the quads of the mesh have an entry
in the E table of the data structure.

Figure 4.4 explains the two conditions of finding the neighboring quad N Q described
in the Edge Table.Construction algorithm. Figure 4.4 (a) depicts the case when the
neighboring quad N Q of quad CQ has not yet been entered into the Edge Table
and (b) depicts the case when N Q is already visited (has an entry in the EdgeTable).

Figure 4.4: Edge operators for traversing and processing an Edge Table representa
tion
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The algorithm is explained stepwise using an example of a cube mesh as shown in
Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5(a) shows the cube mesh. Quads are added to the Edge Table
one at a time. The quad which is being considered is shaded in Figure 4.5(b) to (g).
The completed edge table for this example is given in (h).

\

\

IV3

(a) Quad Mesh of a simple Cube

\

V6

V4

(b) First quad {vl,v2,v3,v4}
entered into EdgeTable

(c)Quad {v7,v8,v4,v3}
entered into EdgeTable

(d) Quad {v8,v5,vl,v4}
entered into EdgeTable

V8

V5

wi

V6

O
la b ia
4.

w
V 3

S
12

i3 )

V 4.

tm

w

VT

0

m

VB
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m

toy

V4
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. ' e ■:
- -iad sS ®
V t

\
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o n

V4
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o n
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<14>

v s

■31

\_

\

\

(e) Quad {v5,v6,v2,vl 1

entered info £dgeTaT>le

(0 Q?ad

entered into EdgeTable

\

V3

(g)Quad {v6,v5,v8,v7}
entered into EdgeTable

'

'2 2

0 m

v s

■3,

■ o n

VT

is

VS

21

V2

S

VS

s

o n
V4

V 2
v i

V6

V4

■i...

VS

» 2 t>

VS

<22)

VB

^23)

VT

;

10.

.

■

(h) EdgeTable for the cube

Figure 4.5: Creating an Edge Table for a cube

4.3.2

Quad M esh Compression

After obtaining the Edge Table structure for the quad mesh, we proceed with the
actual compression of the mesh. The algorithm Quad_Mesh_Compression formalizes
this step. The algorithm takes the Edge Table structure created in the previous step
using EdgeTable.Construction algorithm as input and generates the files vertices and
codes. The file vertices file contains the coordinates of all the vertices (geometry)
of the mesh, The file codes contains the encodings for all the quads of the quad mesh.
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4.3.3

Quad M esh Compression on a simple mesh

To illustrate the algorithm QuadMesh.Compression algorithm, consider a mesh seg
ment as shown in Figure 4.6 obtained after an intermediate step of the compression
algorithm of a mesh whose genus=0. The figure shows stepwise compression of the
rest of this mesh segment. Dark edges represent the AG during th a t step.

The first quadrilateral is classified as Q u as shown in Figure 4.6 (a) as its three inci
dent edges and two vertices are internal edges and vertices of the mesh respectively.
On proceeding as shown in Figure 4.6(a) to (j) we obtain the sequence Q 13 Qe Qe

Qs Qn Qu Qe Qe Qn Qn- The 11th quadrilateral is of type Q9 (split operation),
since it has two edges AG.p and A G .f as internal edges. At this stage the algorithm,
pushes AG.p followed by A G .f on the GateStack (clockwise order as mentioned in
the algorithm of section 4.3.2) and is shown in Figure 4.6 (k). The traversing of
the mesh continues with the front branch and results in the encoding of the next
two quads in the front branch as Qe and Q\. On encountering a Qi, no new edge
is pushed on the stack instead the next gate is popped from the GateStack. We
obtain the previous edge of the 11th quad and encode a single Q\ quad. There are
no more edges on the GateSatck, hence the compression algorithm terminates. At
the end of the compression, the sequence of opcodes obtained is Q 13 Qe Qe Qs Qu

Qn Q 6 Qe Qn Qn Qe Q 1 Qe Q i-

4.4

Decom pression Phase

In this section we discuss an algorithm to reconstruct the mesh from the code se
quence generated during compression and the vertex sequence. This algorithm is
formed by extending the Wrap&Zip algorithm of [45] to handle quad meshes.

The algorithm reconstructs the mesh in the same order as it was compressed and the
restored region grows by one quad at a time. This process has two phases Wrapping
and Zipping which may be either performed sequentially or simultaneously. Also,
the decoding of the vertices of the mesh may be interleaved with the decoding of
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Figure 4.6: Stepwise mesh compression of a mesh segment
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the code sequence.

4.4.1

Wrapping a quad spanning tree

The decompression algorithm starts by initializing the mesh with two quadrilater
als P and x. The right edge of x , when coming from P is identified as the gate.
Depending on the symbol {Q\ to Qi3) associated with the current quadrilateral, we
select zero, one, two or three free edges of the new quadrilateral as gates (Figure
4.7). A stack is used to keep track of the branches of split operation (Q3, Q 7, Q$, Qg,
and Qio). On a Q\ operation we pop the stack to expose a new gate. This process
creates quads and vertices in the same order as were compressed using compression
algorithm of section 4.3.2.

Operations Q i2, Q iu Qio and Q$ result in the creation of one new vertex and Q n
results in the creation of two. We decode the vertices from the vertex file simultane
ously as we are decoding the operation. At each split operation, we create dummy
vertex vertices and later replace them with references to previously decoded vertices.

4.4.2

Orienting free edges

The wrapping process builds a simply connected quadrilateral manifold surface with
boundary. Its boundary is a simply connected loop of bounding edges and each of
these bounding edges has a single incident quadrilateral. One of the boundary edges
is the gate and is the edge at which we will attach the next quadrilateral. The other
bounding edges are oriented as shown in Figure 4.7 when a new quadrilateral is
attached to a previously reconstructed quad P, its free edges th a t are not gates
and have previously reconstructed quads incident on them are oriented clockwise.
Otherwise the free non-gate edges of the new quadrilateral are oriented in counter
clockwise direction.

Note th a t except for the operations Q n , Q u , Qio, Qo and Q n quadrilaterals which
create new vertices all boundary edges are oriented clockwise. Each boundary edges
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of a new vertex quadrilateral will be matched during the zipping operation described
in the next section which a bounding edge of a non-new vertex quadrilateral. The
Wrap&Zip solution for compressing and decompressing of quad meshes is based on
the fact th a t the boundary edge orientations suffices to unambiguously recover the
original mesh and is reconstructed using the zip procedure.

4.4.3

Zipping the Wrap

Each time two adjacent boundary edges point away from their common vertex, we
zip them together by identifying their other vertices with the same label. The zip
operation (as shown in Figure 4.8) is applied recursively as long as the two edges
incident upon the newly merged vertex point away from it. We zip edges at vertices,
from which two arrows depart and keys zipping in the direction of arrows, as long
as the arrows on either side of the edge agree.

The zipping operation is not initiated in <5i3, Q n , and Qio quads, as the matching
edge of their free edges have not yet been created. Also, in Q±, Q$ and Q 12 the
zipping operation is not initiated in edges oriented in a clockwise direction as their
arrows point towards an edge th a t bounds the gate (which is not oriented). Finally
Qs quad will have no arrows since all its free edges will be used as gates.

4.4.4

M esh Decompression Algorithm

The algorithm QuadMesh_Decompression formalizes the Wrap&Zip method for de
compressing quad meshes compressed by the QuadMesh_Compression algorithm of
section 4.3.2.

4.4.5

Quad M esh Decompression on a simple mesh

Figure 4.9 (a) shows a hole in the mesh which has to be filled with quads. The
boundary edges of previously recovered quads have been oriented during their con
structions as indicated by the arrows. The gate is marked by thicker edge. The
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Figure 4.7: Orientation for the free edges of the quad for the interaction types Q\
to Qiz
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Edges pointing away from a common vertex, (b) Quads after zipping
sequence Qiz Qe Qe Q5 Q12 Q12 Qe Qe Q12 Q12 Qe Qi Qe Qi th a t was encoded by
compression in Figure 4.5 will be decoded and the mesh will be reconstructed.

Zipping occurs once during the decoding of Q 13 Qe Qe Qe- No zipping occurs during

Q12 Q12 Qe Qe Q12 Q12 Qq Qi Qe Figure 4.8 (a) to (e) shows the result of decoding
the first four quads Q13 Q 6 Q 6 Q5. The edge next to the gate edge i.e. AG.n
during the step shown in Figure 4.9 (e) is zipped because the edges (shown by the
curved arrow) have arrows pointing away from the gate vertex and Figure 4.9(f)
shows the edges after being zipped. The reconstruction continues from step (f) to
(0 ) where the rest of the sequence i.e. Q X2 Q X2 Qe Qe Q12 Q12 Q9 Qi Qe Q 1 is
decoded. Note the construction of the right branch and the front branch of the Qe
quad in (m) and (n) to (o) respectively. After the last Qx quad construction in (o),
the edges having arrows pointed away from it from a common vertex are zipped or
in other words are joined together until the mesh is completely reconstructed in (zl).

4.5

Quadrilateral M esh o f Higher Genus

The compression and decompression algorithms presented so far (section 4.3 and
4.4) is capable of encoding and decoding the connectivity of any planar quadrilat
eral graph having genus zero (simple meshes). We describe here how to extend the
Quad Compression format and the compression and decompression algorithm so as
to support meshes having one or more handles of genus > 0. A mesh of genus g has
h handles such th a t h = 2g. All split operations like Qs, Q7, Qe, Qe, Q 10 and Q xx
(commonly called S operations henceforth) split the bounding loop into two (Qe,
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Q 7 , Q 9 , Qio and Q n ) or three (Qs) parts which can be independently processed by
the compression and the decompression algorithms (as discussed earlier). However
if the mesh being processed is of a genus, g > 0 i.e. having two or more handles then
a split operation S being performed when the current boundary loop of the meshes
wraps around a handle results in the creation of a new hole instead of a separate
component of the mesh. Such splitting interactions may for example transform a
toroidal surface with one hole into a cylindrical surface (a mesh with two holes ).
Several such holes may be created during the compression phase depending on the
genus of the mesh being compressed. These holes will have to be merged with the
current boundary loop during the decompression phase to restore the mesh correctly.

Hence, during compression we check the split operations S to see if the operation
splits the current bounding loop into two or more independent parts or it results in
the creation of hole/s. We will call the former simply S operations and the later as
S* operations.

Once we have encountered a split operation (S or S *) we push all possible gates (or
potential handles) in clockwise order onto a stack, GateSatck. The next gate is the
edge th a t is popped from the GateStack (first gate adjacent to the current quad
CQ's gate in anticlockwise order) and the quad adjacent to this popped edge be
comes the next quad to be traversed. S* differs from S, as during S* operation it so
happens th a t the quadrilaterals adjacent to the edges (left or front or both) pushed
on the G ateStack have been visited during the traversal of the previous branch of
the S* quad. In order to use the same encoding as S for S* quads and prevent
repeated traversal of branches of S* quad, we create a new file called handles along
with codes and vertices during compression which stores the pair of opposite edges
for all such previously traversed branches of S* quads. For example, if the current
quad CQ is of interaction type Qg*, then we push the left gate on the GateStack
and proceed to traverse its front branch. The traversal of the front branch continues
until we encounter a Qi quad and then we pop the left edge of the Qg* from the
stack. Since, the quad is of Qg* type, the quad on the left edge has been traversed
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during the traversal of the front branch and hence we will just have to append the
pair of opposite edges of the left edge on the handles file.

The wrapping and zipping process glues the left edge or the front edge of each
S* quad with the edge identified by an integer (computed during compression and
stored in the handles file) associated with edge the quadrilateral. Each glue oper
ation stitches the mesh merging the two edges into one and merging four vertices
into two. Note th a t for orientable surfaces, there is no ambiguity about the relative
orientation of the two edges being glued and the order of gluing operations does not
affect the topology of the result because matching edges are identified independent
of each other. Each handle in the original mesh produces two or three S* quadri
laterals. The gluing operation associated with one of them will split the boundary
of the mesh into two or three disjoint boundary loops. The second and third (if
present) will merge these disjointed loops back into a single loop.

The connectivity model th a t results from gluing operations is equivalent to a surface
obtained by cutting small disks out of a original surface whose boundary is a single
loop of edges. Each edge of this loop coincides physically with another edge of the
loop. The zipping process used during decompression for the gluing does not need
to identify this correspondence either through global gluing operations or through
geometric coincidence tests. Instead simple local zipping is enough to glue pairs of
adjacent edges th a t point towards their common edge (using the orientation of the
free edges derived from the interaction opcode associated with each quad).

The modified compression and decompression algorithm which handle meshes with
handles is proposed in section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 respectively. Note th a t this extension
uses a handles file along with the codes and vertices files for its compression and
decompression algorithms.
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4.5.1

Compression algorithm for Quad M eshes of higher genus

We propose the General_QuadMesh_Compression algorithm to efficiently compress
both the simple meshes and general meshes to a sequence of opcodes. The mesh can
be reconstructed from this sequence of opcodes. In addition to the data structures
used for the QuadMesh_Compression algorithm of section 4.3.2 use an array U to
store potential handles for split operations (S kS * ) and we generate a third output
file, handles apart from the files vertices and codes. When we find a quad whose
neighboring quad has an entry in U array then the neighboring quad is a S* quad.
We write the U array entry for the S* and the corresponding edge of current quad
as a pair to the file handles.

4.5.2

Decompression algorithm for quad meshes of higher genus

The algorithm required to reconstruct the mesh from its compressed stage is pro
posed in this section. The General_QuadMesh_Decompression algorithm takes the
three output files of the General_QuadMesh_Compression as input and reconstructs
the quad mesh from it.

4.6

Illustrate the approach

To illustrate the algorithm consider the example of a quad mesh of a twelve faced
torus as shown in Figure 4.10(a). Its surface, shown in Figure 4.10 (b), has been
obtained from the torus in (a) by cutting along its four edges (6,7), (7,5), (5,4) and
(4,6) and laying it flat on the ground to produce a two dimensional image represen
tation which can be represented on paper.

4.6.1

Compression of a torus mesh

Figure 4.11 shows all stages of the quad mesh compression algorithm for the torus
example of Figure 4.10. The torus mesh is a closed mesh. Hence one of the quad
faces 0,1,3,2 is cut to create a mesh boundary as shown in Figure 4.11 and the edge
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(0,2) is named as the active gate edge AG. The subsequent steps result in removing
of quads incident on the gate edges and the growth of the boundary of the mesh
until all quads of the mesh are removed.

The Figure 4.11 (a) to (I) represents the stepwise compression of the torus mesh.
Each quad removed is classified as one of the standard interaction type explained in
section 4.2.2. For example the quad 0 ,2 , 8 ,10, the first quad (adjacent to gate edge
AG) encountered after the creation of the boundary, is of interaction type Q 13 as
its previous edge, ( 10, 0 ), front edge, ( 10, 8 ) and next edge ( 8 , 2 ) are internal edges
and the starting vertex of front edge 8 and the ending vertex of front edge 10 are
both internal vertices. This step is represented in Figure 4.11 (b). At the end of the
algorithm, the coding sequence obtained for the torus mesh is Q 13 Q 13 Q12 Q13, Q 12
Q i Qa Qa Q 7 Q i Qi-

There are two Q i split operations for this mesh example. The first Q i operation
is for the quad {11,1,5,7} and the two potential gate edges (7,11) and (1,5) are
pushed on the GateStack. Q 7 quads result in the creation of two branches for
traversal, a left branch with edge (7,11) as the gate and {6,10,11,7} as the first
quad in its branch and the right branch with ( 1,5) as the gate and {0 ,4 ,5 , 1} as the
first quad in its branch. Q i could be an S or S* operation, hence the index of the
edge in front of the left gate, i.e. index of edge (1,5) of quad {11,1,5,7}, is stored
in the U table. The right branch of Q i quad {11,1,5,7} is chosen to be traversed
first as it is the next gate to be popped from GateStack. The quads {0,4,5,1} and
{6 , 4 , 0,10} are classified as Q a type quads. The next quad to be traversed is the
{6 ,10,11,7} quad which is a Q 7 quad.

Proceeding in the same way for this quad as the previous Q 7 quad 11,1,5,7, we
push the right gate edge (10,11) and left gate edge (7,6) on GateStack and store
the index of edge in front of the left gate edge i.e. index of edge ( 10 , 11 ) in the
U table. The traversal continues with the quad {10,8,9,11}, classified as <34 , and
quad {8 ,6 ,7 ,9 }, classified as Q I.
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After the traversal of the right branch of the second Q 7 quad, its left gate edge
is popped from the G ateStack for traversal. The first quad {8,6,7,9} on the left
branch has already been traversed, hence the second Q 7 quad {6 ,10,7,11} is of Q7*
(.S *) type. The edge opposite to the gate, i.e. edge (8 ,9) and the U table entry
of the Q7 quad {6,10,7,11}, i.e. edge (10,11), are written onto the handles file.
Next the right gate edge of first Q 7 quad {11,1,5,7}, i.e. edge (7,11), is popped
from GateStack. The quad {6 ,10,11,7} incident on this gate edge has also been
traversed, hence quad {11,1,5,7} is also of type Q 7* (S *) type. So we write the edge
(6 ,10) k, (1,5) to the handles file. There are no more gate edges on G ateStack and
no more quads to be traversed hence the compression of the torus mesh is completed.

The resultant code sequence is stored in the codes file and position of vertices is
present in vertices file. The three files codes, handles and vertices form the com
pressed format for the torus mesh.

4.6.2

Decompression o f a torus mesh

To illustrate the decompression algorithm for general meshes let us consider the
three files codes, vertices and handles generated by the compression algorithm for
the torus mesh as explained in the Torus mesh compression subsection. The codes
file contains the sequence Q1S Q 13 Qn Q13 Q12 Q7 Qi Qi Qi Qi Q 1, the handles
file contains two pairs of opposite edges and the vertices file contains the position
of vertices of the torus as encountered by the compression algorithm. Note th a t the
ordering of the vertices in the compressed vertices file is different from the Torus
mesh and the decompressed mesh will have vertices ordered as in compressed ver
tices file.

The torus mesh is a closed mesh, hence the decompression algorithm constructs the
first quad {0,1,2,3} from the first four vertices of the vertices file. The external
boundary of the quad is initialized as the first gate. The subsequent steps result in
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adding of quads to the gate edges for every opcode in the codes file and the modifica
tion of the boundary of the mesh. The Figure 4.12 (a) to (I) represents the stepwise
decompression of the torus mesh. Depending on the corresponding opcode in codes
file quads are added and oriented as discussed in section 4.4.2. The wrapping and
zipping operations are performed simultaneously in the algorithm proposed in sec
tion 4.5.2.

After each addition of a quad, the boundary of the mesh is checked for a zip op
eration to close it. If a quad has either its left or right or front neighboring quads
of type 3* then the edges represented in the handles file are glued together. After
the gluing operation, the adjacent edges quads are checked for zip operation and
those edges which satisfy the condition are zipped. For example, on encountering
the quad for the Q7 operation, the algorithm finds th at its right neighboring quad
is of Q7* (S *) type, hence the handle edges are glued as shown in Figure 4.12 (m)
and its adjacent edges are zipped as shown in Figure 4.12 (n) and (o). Note th a t
the quads are coded in the same order as they were removed during compression.
On encountering the first QI quad as shown in Figure 4.12 (g) its left and right
edges are pushed on GateStack. The right gate is popped from the GateSatck and
reconstruction of the right branch takes place as shown in Figure 4.12 (/i), (i) and
(j). A Q7 quad has to be reconstructed in Figure 4.12 (j). Its left and right branches
are pushed on G ateStack and reconstruction continues in the right branch of this
quad until the last Q I quad of the sequence is constructed. Now the left edge of
the second Q7 quad becomes the next gate and decompression wants to proceed for
the left branch, but it is found th at one of the edges in the left gate edge branch
is a potential handle. A gluing operation of the next handle edges takes place in
figure 4.12 (m). The adjacent edges to the handle edges after gluing can be zipped
recursively as shown in Figure 4.12 (m) and (n) until the second handle edge is
encountered and glued together as shown in figure 4.12 (o). After the second gluing
operation, edges of adjacent quads can be zipped as shown in Figure 4.12 (p),(q)
and so on until the completed torus mesh of figure 4.12 (r) is obtained. Hence, the
torus mesh, a mesh of genus two is completely reconstructed by the decompression
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algorithm of section 4.5.2.

4.7
4.7.1

Simulation and R esults
Simulation

The overall geometry compression and decompression is implemented in Windows
XP platform.

All programs have been written in Java, since Java is platform-

independent and the programs can be executed on any other operating system. The
JavaV iew software was used to view and compare the meshes before compression
and after decompression. The files (codes, vertices and handles) generated by the
compression algorithm are ASCII text files. These text files can be further com
pressed using any compression technique like the block sorting algorithm (B Z ip ).

4.7.2

Experimental Results

During our investigation, we carried out a comprehensive series of experiments on
small and large meshes, on simple and high genus meshes and on models from col
lected from different repositories.

Figure A .l in Appendix A shows some of the small meshes, Figure B .lin Appendix B
shows a few large meshes and Figure C .lin Appendix C shows some very large meshes
th a t were using the Quad mesh compression th a t were compressed and decompressed
using our approach. Very large meshes have more than 50,000 vertices and faces.
Table 4.3 tabulates the compression ratios obtained by our approach for some large
meshes and Table 4.4shows the results for very large meshes. The compression ratios
achieved is in bits/vertex unit. Note, th a t a compression technique like the bzip can
be used to further compress the opcodes to bits. The results obtained by using bzip
is also shown in the tables.
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4.8

Im portant Contribution o f our approach

• A method to efficiently encode the connectivity of a mesh as one opcode for
every quad in the mesh of any genus
• The quads in the mesh don’t have to be split into triangles for compressing
the mesh.
• The number of opcodes generated is half the number generated from com
pressing the mesh after converting it into a triangle mesh.
In the Decompression phase, we take files containing vertex locations for all vertices
of the mesh, the handles of the mesh and the opcodes sequence and
• Efficiently reconstruct the quad mesh in Linear time.
• The output is a quad mesh and not the mesh modified into a triangle mesh.
• The method is capable of reconstructing complex meshes of genus > 0.
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A lg o rith m 1: Edge Table-Construction________________________________
In p u t:A quad mesh M q = (Gm, Cm).
O u tp u t:A n Edge Table E T consisting of three arrays 0 ,E and G.
Copy the positions of the vertices from geometry Gm to G of E T .
count <— 0 / /counter to keep track of number of quads in E T
Copy the vertex Ids of the first quad into E of E T .
co u n t+ +
w h ile not all quads of M q are in E T do
Consider a quad CQ from E T with incomplete O table entries.
for each edge c of CQ do
Find the above neighboring quad N Q of c.
if N Q 0 E T th e n
Orient the vertices of N Q in the same order as CQ
g <— 4 x count
Enter the four vertices of N Q in consecutive locations in E
starting at location g
c.o
g
g.o *- c
count + +
else
Find the Id x of the edge corresponding to c .f in E T entries of
NQ
c.o <— x . f
x .f.o <— c
en d
end
en d
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A lg o rith m 2: QuadMesh_Compression
In p u t:A n Edge Table E T of mesh M q to be compressed consisting of
three arrays 0 ,E and G.
O u tp u t:A file vertices containing vertex locations and a file codes
containing opcodes for each quad in the mesh
if mesh is open th e n
| Read the mesh boundary of the input mesh,
else
| Create a mesh boundary by removing on quad of the mesh,
en d
Write the boundary vertices to the file vertices in counter-clockwise order .
Initialize an empty stack of gates, GateStack.
Push boundary edges on GateStack.
Mark the boundary vertices, edges and the removed quad.
w h ile GateStack is not empty do
Active gate AG <— GateStack.pop()
Deduce interaction type of the quad AG.q by matching the status of
the incident vertices A g .f.e k AG.p.e and the incident edges AG .n,
A G .f k AG.p against Table 4.1.
Append the interaction type to the file codes.
Append the vertex position of each internal vertex of AG.q to the file
vertices.
Push the internal edges of AG.q in descending order of their distances
in counterclockwise order from AG on GateStack.
Mark the AG.q as visited.
Mark the edges A G .n , A G .f k AG.p as boundary edges.
Mark the vertices A g .f.e k AG.p.e as boundary vertices,
en d
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A lg o rith m 3: QuadMeshJDecompression
In p u t:A file vertices containing vertex locations and a file codes
containing opcodes for each quad in the mesh
O u tp u t:A n Edge Table E T of mesh M q to be compressed consisting of
three arrays 0 ,E and G.
Read the location of vertices of the mesh from vertices file and insert them
into a vertex queue VQueue.
Read the sequence of interaction types from codes file and insert each
interaction type to a interaction type queue CodeQueue. Create an empty
Edge Table data structure, E T .
if Mesh is open th e n
Remove the boundary vertices from VQueue.
Construct the boundary with the edges formed by joining the removed
vertices,
else
Remove first four vertices from VQueue.
Construct first quad from the four vertices and call this boundary of
the mesh,
end
Initialize O E with the boundary information of the mesh.
Initialize the gate to the boundary edge formed by joining the first and
second vertex of VQueue.
Orient the boundary in clockwise direction.
Push the gate edge on a stack, GateStack.
w h ile CodeQueue is not empty do
Current interaction, I T *— CodeQueue.removeQ
A G *— GateStack.pop()
if I T requires new vertices th e n
| Remove the necessary number (one or two) vertices from VQueue.
en d
Construct current quad CQ at AG depending on I T and the new
vertices.
Orient free edges of CQ as discussed in Section 4.4.2 and shown in
Figure 4.7.
Add information about CQ to E T .
w h ile Zipping of free edge of CQ or Zipping of edges adjacent to
previously zipped edge is possible do
Merge the similar edges joined at a vertex and arrows pointing
outwards.
U pdate information of the mesh after the Zipping in E T
en d
Determine next gate from I T and push it on GateSatck.
end
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Figure 4.9: Stepwise decompression of a mesh segment of a simple mesh
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Figure 4.10: (a)A torus (b) The torus mesh
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A lg o rith m 4: General_QuadMesh_Compression
In p u t:A n Edge Table E T of mesh M q to be compressed consisting of
three arrays 0 ,E and G.
O u tp u t:A file vertices containing vertex locations and a file codes
containing opcodes for each quad in the mesh
if mesh is open th e n
| Read the mesh boundary of the input mesh,
else
| Create a mesh boundary by removing on quad of the mesh,
en d
Write the boundary vertices to the file vertices in counter-clockwise order .
Initialize an empty stack of gates, GateStack.
Push boundary edges on GateStack.
Create an array U to store potential handles for each quad and initialize it
to 0 .
Mark the boundary vertices, edges and the removed quad,
w hile G ateStack is not empty do
Active gate AG <— GateStack.popQ
if U[AG.l.q] OR U[AG.r.q] OR U[AG.a.q) th e n
//le ft, right or above neighboring quads are of S* type
Find the corresponding index c of the edge facing the handle edge
in the AG.q.
Write the U array entry of the S* quad and c as a pair to the file
handles.
en d
Deduce interaction type I T of the quad AG.q by matching the status
of the incident vertices A g .f.e & AG.p.e and the incident edges AG .n,
A G .f k, AG.p against Table 4.1.
if I T is a S operation th e n
| U[AG.q] *- AG
en d
Append the interaction type to the file codes.
Append the vertex position of each internal vertex of AG.q to the file
vertices.
Push the internal edges of AG.q in descending order of their distances
in counterclockwise order from AG on GateStack.
Mark the AG.q as visited.
Mark the edges AG .n, A G .f & AG.p as boundary edges.
Mark the vertices A G .f.e & AG.p.e as boundary vertices,
en d
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A lg o rith m 5: General_QuadMesh_Decompression
In p u t:A file vertices containing vertex locations, a file codes containing
opcodes for each quad in the mesh and a file handles containing pair of
opposite edges.
O u tp u t:A n Edge Table E T of mesh M q to be compressed consisting of
three arrays 0 ,E and G.
Read the location of vertices of the mesh from vertices file and insert them
into a vertex queue VQueue.
Read the sequence of interaction types from codes file and insert each
interaction type to a interaction type queue CodeQueue.
Create an empty Edge Table data structure, E T .
if Mesh is open th e n
Remove the boundary vertices from VQueue.
Construct the boundary with the edges formed by joining the removed
vertices,
else
Remove first four vertices from VQueue.
Construct first quad from the four vertices and call this boundary of
the mesh,
en d
Initialize O E with the boundary information of the mesh.
Initialize the gate to the boundary edge formed by joining the first and
second vertex of VQueue.
Orient the boundary in clockwise direction.
Push the gate edge on a stack, GateStack.
w hile CodeQueue is not empty d o
Current interaction, I T <— CodeQueue.remove()
AG <— GateStack.popQ
if I T requires new vertices th e n
| Remove the necessary number (one or two) vertices from VQueue.
en d
Construct current quad CQ at AG depending on I T and the new
vertices.
if any free edge of AG.q — Ha OR Ha and (H a,H i 2 ) € handles th e n
Glue the edges represented by H a and Hq. w h ile Zipping of edges
adjacent to glued edges or Zipping of edges adjacent to previously
zipped edge is possible do
Merge the similar edges joined at a vertex and arrows pointing
outwards.
Update information of the mesh after the Zipping in E T
en d
en d
Orient free edges of AG.q as discussed in Section 4.4.2 and shown in
Figure 4.7.
Add information about AG.q to E T .
w hile Zipping of free edges of AG.q or Zipping of edges adjacent to
previously zipped edge is possible do
Merge the similar edges joined at a vertex and arrows pointing
outwards.
Update information of the mesh after the Zipping in E T
en d
Determine next gate from I T and push it on GateSatck.
en d
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Figure 4.11: Stepwise compression of a torus mesh of genus one
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0
(a)

Creation of the first quad and boundary

(c) Reconstructing a Q13 quad
with two new vertices 6 and 7

1

(b) Reconstructing a Q13 quad
with two new vertices 4 and 5

(d) Reconstructing a Q12 quad
with one new vertex 8

11

(e) Reconstructing a Q13 quad
with two new vertices 9 and 10

(f) Reconstructing a Q12 quad
with one new vertex 11
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10

71

(g) Reconstructing a Q7 (split) quad
with no new vertices.

10

(i) Reconstructing a Q4 quad
7

(h) Reconstructing a Q4 quad

(j) Reconstructing a Q7 (split) quad
10

(k) Reconstructing a Q4 quad

(1) Reconstructing a Q 1 quad
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(m)GluinL________
(m)Gluing of handles followed by zipping to
identify vertex 11

. -------------

(n) Zipping to identify vertex 9

8

10

8
(o) Gluing o f second pair of handles
10

(p)Zipping to identify vertex 10
10

7

8
(r) The reconstructed mesh
(q)Zipping to identify vertex 8, followed by
zipping operations to identify vertices
6,7,4,5,0,1 and 2 in this order.

Figure 4.12: Stepwise compression of a torus mesh of genus one
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Name of
the model

No. of
vertices

No. of
faces

Mesh
Size

Cube
Torus1
Torus2
Star
2HeadTorus
Torus-High

8
12
16
26
32
73

6
12
16
24
34
72

150 b
550 b
547 b
698 b
1484.8 b
3389.44 b

Size of
compressed
mesh connectivity
5b
11 b
15 b
23 b
33 b
71 b

Table 4.2: Experimental results for small meshes

Name of the
mode)

Number
of

Vertices

Number
of fac es

Size of the
Mesh

Size of
Compressed
connectivity
of the mesh

After block
sorting size
Of:

Compressed
connectivity
of the mesh

No. of
bite

Bits/vertex

Double-Donut

1313

1314

74.50 kb

1313 b

234 b

1872

1.4258

Plane

6959

6960

405.00 kb

6959 b

462 b

3696

0.5311

Tficeratops

11328

11330

683.00 kb

10723 b

732 b

6298

0.5560

Cow

17415

17412

1157.12 kb

17411b

2108 b

16864

0.9684

Soccer-Sall

22275

22272

1740.80 kb

22271 b

0870 b

6960

0.3125

Doraemon

22537

22536

1495.04 kb

22535 b

2847 b

22776

0.1263

Table 4.3: Experimental results of large meshes
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Size of
Compressed
connectivity of
the mesh

Number
of
Vertices

Number
of Faces

Size of the
Mesh

OFtower

47505

47502

3194.88 kb

47501b

Squirrel

59096

60000

3983.36 kb

Statue

60003

60000

Focal

60471

Cow-High

69651

Soccer-8aBHigh:
Plane-High

Name of the
model

A te block
sorting size of
Compressed
connectivity of
the mesh

No. of
bits

Bits/vertex

4832 b

38656

0.8137

57675 b

8448b

53990

0.8998

3993.60 kb

59999 b

6695 b

53560

0.8926

60468

4423.68 kb

60467 b

8163 b

49304

0.8153

69648

5263.36 kb

69647 b

4552 b

36416

0.5228

89091

89088

7301.12 kb

89087 b

1755 b

14040

0.1576

111359

111360

8099.84 kb

111359b

1562 b

12496

0.1122

Table 4.4: Experimental results of very large meshes
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C H A PTER 5
Delaunay 2D M esh Compression
In this chapter we present a simple scheme for reconstructing the connectivity (tri
angle/vertex incidence graphs) of 2D mesh from its geometry and a minimum set
of edges using constrained Delaunay Triangulation property. This representation of
the 2D meshes (geometry and minimal edge set) can be further compressed using
any data compression techniques available.

5.1

Problem Definition

The aim of our method is to device a technique for reconstructing the connectivity
(triangle/vertex incidence graphs) of 2D triangular meshes in linear time from its
geometry and a minimum set of edges. This technique is completely based on the
constrained Delaunay triangulation property of the 2D triangle meshes and aims
at removing the necessity of storing or transm itting the connectivity information of
a triangular mesh and thereby attaining mesh compression. To perform the tests
we collected 2D meshes from the texture information of 3D models from various
databases like the Viewpoint Datalabs, Cyberware Datalabs, Princeton 3D model
database etc. Often the texture information containing its own 2D geometry and
connectivity is stored along with the 3D geometry and connectivity of the model
and can be easily separated. We planned to extend this method to the 3D mesh but
were unsuccessful in doing so.

5.1.1

Formulation o f the Problem

Consider a 2D triangular mesh M t = (Gm,C m) where Gm is the geometry of the
mesh and Cm represents the connectivity information. If the 2D mesh has n vertices
and t triangle faces, then Grn = (vi,V 2 , . - . , vn) where i = (ar<, j/») for i = 1 ,2 ,..., n
and Crn = (/i, / 2, . . . , f q) where each face / is a triangle depicted by the index of

67
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the three vertices incident on the face i.e. fa = (vn,Vi2 ,viS) where VijeGm, j= l,2 ,3
and Vn ^ Vi2 , Vn

Uj3, Vi2 ^ v&.

The aim is to encode the connectivity of the 2D mesh in terms of its geometry and
a minimum set of edges by using the Constrained Delaunay triangulation property.
The original mesh can be decoded by first constructing the Constrained Delaunay
triangulation on the vertices of the mesh and flipping the edges deduced during
encoding.

5.2

Basic D efinitions

Some of the basic definitions required to understand this approach are defined in
sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

5.2.1

Delaunay Triangulation

A triangulation is a subdivision of an area (volume) into triangles (tetrahedrons). A
2d mesh is a triangulation if all its faces are triangles. A 2d mesh with non-triangular
faces can be easily converted to a triangulation by replacing polygon faces with an
equivalent (or approximating) set of non-overlapping triangles. [43]

A Delaunay triangulation of a vertex set is a triangulation of the vertex set with
the property th a t no vertex in the vertex set falls in the interior of the circumcircle
(circle th a t passes through all three vertices) of any triangle in the triangulation.
Delaunay triangulation is a unique triangulation of the n vertices in S. Figure 5.1
(a) shows a set of 15 vertices, (b) shows one of the many possible triangulations on
this vertex set and (c) shows unique Delaunay triangulation of the point set. [15]

A Delaunay triangulation has a number of interesting properties following from its
definition and uniqueness [38] and [15].
• Circumcircle of any triangle in the Delaunay Triangulation is empty
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(b)

(a)

(C )

Figure 5.1: (a) A vertex set of 15 vertices, (b)Any triangulation of the vertex set,
(c) Delaunay Triangulation of the vertex set
• Two vertices are connected by an edge in the Delaunay triangulation if and
only if there is an empty circle passing through the edge connecting them.
(This follows from the above mentioned circumcircle property)
• The closest pair of vertices are neighbours in the Delaunay triangulation.
• The Delaunay Triangulation minimizes the maximum angle between two edges.
The circumcircle property can further be extended to locally characterize the De
launay triangulation. Two opposite triangles sharing a common edge (i.e. having
two common vertices) are locally Delaunay if and only if the circumspheres of the
two triangles do not contain the non-common vertex of the opposite triangle. It
has been shown th a t all triangles in a Delaunay triangulation are locally Delaunay
[15]. Figure 5.2 gives an example of the locally Delaunay property. In the figure,
triangles p i, p2, p3 and p2, p3, p4 are both locally Delaunay.

tH.

Figure 5.2: Example of locally Delaunay triangles
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The Delaunay triangle can be constructed using one of the four basic algorithms
[43], Incremental algorithm, Random incremental algorithm, Edge-flip algorithm
and the plane sweep algorithm. The edge-flip algorithm is the simplest among them
to construct a Delaunay triangulation in two dimensions. Given an arbitrary tri
angulation it can be easily converted into a Delaunay triangulation by using the
Edge-flip algorithm [37].

The incremental construction algorithm adds new Delaunay triangles (tetrahedrons)
to an existing triangulation. This algorithm is good for constructing Delaunay tri
angulation of greater dimensions. The randomized incremental insertion algorithm
starts with a start simplex (triangle or tetrahedron) and inserts the points in random
order into the triangulation. This algorithm guarantees worst case performance. In
the divide-and-conquer algorithm, Delaunay triangulation of partial vertex sets are
constructed and are merged together to obtain the Delaunay triangulation of the
whole vertex set. The triangulations of the partial areas are computed recursively.
The Plane-Sweep algorithm (only for 2-dimension) computes Delaunay edges and
Delaunay triangles by moving a sweep-line over the area.

5.2.2

Constrained Delaunay Triangulation

A constrained Delaunay Triangulation is defined as a triangulation where each of its
edges is either locally Delaunay or is persisted (constrained) to exist in the triangu
lation. This persistent edge is also called the constrained edge. Hence, the data for
constrained Delaunay triangulation consists of a vertex set and a constrained edge
set. Constrained Delaunay triangulation is a unique triangulation on the data. The
uniqueness of this triangulation can be proved from the fact th a t each edge in the
triangulation is either locally Delaunay or is a constrained edge.

Figure 5.3 gives an example of the vertex set and constrained edges of an Electric
guitar, the Delaunay triangle on its vertex set and its constrained Delaunay trian
gulation.
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Figure 5.3: (a) vertex set and constrained edges of an Electric guitar, (b) the De
launay triangulation on its vertex set, (c) constrained Delaunay trian
gulation on (a)
In the case of 2D meshes, constructing a Delaunay triangulation on its geometry
(vertex set) results in the inclusion of many unwanted edges outside the boundary
of the mesh. So a 2D mesh is better represented by a constrained Delaunay trian
gulation with the constrained edge set comprising of its boundary edges.

The constrained Delaunay triangulation can be constructed from a Delaunay tri
angulation by inserting the constrained edges, deleting triangles it overlaps and
re-triangulating the regions on each side of the segment.

5.2.3

Edge Flip

Edge Flip is an operation carried out on a pair of opposite triangles (sharing a
common edge i.e. two vertices) where the common edge is replaced with a new
edge formed by joining the two non-common vertices of the pair. This operation
is generally used for converting non-locally delaunay triangles to locally delaunay
triangles [37].

If p3,p4 as shown in Figure 5.4 is the common edge in the triangulation and p i
and p2 are the other vertices of its adjacent triangles, we say th a t the edge p3,p4 is
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(b ) F lip p in g e d g e s { p 3 ,p 4 } w ith e d g e { p l,p 2 }
re su lts in l o c a lly d e la u n a y tria n g le s
{ p l,p 2 ,p 3 } a n d { p l,p 2 ,p 4 }

( a )N o n L o c a lly d e la u n a y tria n g le s {p2,p3,p4}
a n d { p l,p 3 ,p 4 }

Figure 5.4: Edge Flipping
flipped when it is replaced by the edge plp2 in the triangulation. This is possible
only if p i, p3, p2, p4 is a convex polyhedral.

5.3

D elaunay triangulation based approach

In this compression technique, we compute the topology of the mesh from its geom
etry and is particularly well suited for meshes obtained from Delaunay triangulation
or resembling it. In case the meshes are Delaunay triangulations, meshes can be
coded as only its geometry (the topology can be constructed from its geometry).
Thus, compressing the mesh to a large extent where the connectivity typically dom
inates the storage cost of uncompressed meshes.

Unfortunately, not all meshes

are Delaunay triangulations and coding a non Delaunay triangulation must include
some topological information. We suggest a technique for coding only a few edges
th a t are not edges in the constrained Delaunay Triangulation of the mesh (with
the boundary edges as the constrained edges). In this technique, the mesh can be
reconstructed by changing some of the Delaunay edges in the constrained Delaunay
triangulation to the edges coded in the topology information.

Some of the well known data compression algorithms are Huffman’s coding, Shanon-
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Fano’s coding, arithmetic coding, Prediction with partial matching (PPM), Burrows
Wheeler transform (BWT) etc. [30]. Huffman’s algorithm generates prefix codes of
shorter length for symbols which occur frequently than for those which rarely occur.
Shanon-Fano’s method makes use a cumulative distribution function to generate
binary codes for symbols. The arithmetic coding generates variable length codes
and is particularly useful for small alphabets having high probabilities. The PPM
algorithm makes use of the past history of the d ata being encoded to provide good
compression and the BWT uses context of the symbol being encoded to achieve
compression.

The compression algorithm of our technique is based on a Quad Edge D ata Struc
ture and the Edge Flip algorithm for Delaunay Triangle construction. Any of the
above mentioned compression techniques can be invoked on the set of flips generated
using the Edge Flip algorithm. The Quad Edge D ata Structure used is explained in
section 5.3.1, the proposed compression algorithm is discussed in section 5.3.2 and
the decompression algorithm is presented in section 5.3.3.

Figure 5.5 sketches the flowchart for the complete approach. Figure 5.5 (a)gives the
flowchart for the compression technique and Figure 5.5(b) gives the flowchart for
decompression.

5.3.1

Quad Edge D ata Structure

There exist different ways to store a triangulation within a data structure. One could
represent a triangulation as a list (array) of edges. However, this does not provide
the direct information about the neighbor edges of a given edge. The knowledge
of neighboring edges of any edge is crucial to the Edge Flip algorithm used in the
compression method. Hence, we use this d ata structure for efficient implementation
of this technique. A quad edge data structure provides all necessary information
for a given edge. Guibas and Stolfi proposed this data structure and discussed it
together with its topological operators in [19].
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Start
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Create
Quad Edge Structure for M

Flip Generation

Geometry Decompression
&
Flip Decompression

Create
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation

Geometry Compression
&
Flip Compression

Mesh Generation

Stop

Stop

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Flowchart for the proposed approach (a) Compression Algorithm (b)
Decompression Algorithm

Each quad edge record, groups together four directed edges corresponding to a single
undirected edge in the subdivision of its dual edge (Figure 5.6(a)). Each directed
edge has two pointers, one pointer to the next counter clockwise edge around its
origin and a data pointer to the geometrical information. Figure 5.6(b) and (c) illus
trate how three edges incident on the same vertex are represented using quad-edge
structure.

The quad-edge operators used in this implementation are illustrated with the help
of two adjacent triangles in the triangulation in Fig 5.7.
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c{0]

(c)
Figure 5.6: The Quad Edge D ata Structure(a) pointers to neigboring edges (b) ver
tex representation (c) pointers to neighboring vertices([19], pp: 87)

Figure 5.7: The operators of the Quad Edge structure([19], pp: 90)

5.3.2

M esh Compression algorithm

In this method we use the constrained Delaunay Triangulation property of the ver
tex set (or the geometry) to compress large 2 dimensional meshes. The input for the
compression is a list of vertex coordinates and a list of edges of the mesh. The list of
mesh edges is stored in a quad edge data structure. The output of the compression
algorithm will be a single file containing a list of vertices and list of edges. The
first line of the output file will contain information about the number of boundary
vertices, number of internal vertices and the number of edges needed for encoding
the 2 dimension mesh. The vertex list will contain the coordinates of the boundary
vertices (in counter clockwise order) followed by the coordinates of internal vertices
of the mesh. The edge list will contain the list of edges flipped to convert the 2d
mesh to Constrained Delaunay Triangulation.
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5.3.3

M esh Decompression algorithm

Decompression algorithm restores the original 2D mesh from Constrained Delaunay
triangulation of its vertices in the vertex lists by re-flipping the edges in the edge
list in the reverse order. Since we need to recover the original mesh; any lossless
compression algorithm is suitable. This means th a t the decompression algorithm
must output the original input to the compression algorithm.

The input for the decompression is a binary file containing a binary encoded list
of vertices and a small set of edges. The vertex list will contain the coordinates of
the boundary vertices (in counter clockwise order) followed by the coordinates of
internal vertices of the mesh. Each edge in the edge list consists of the vertex in
dices of its endpoints. The file also gives information about the number of boundary
vertices, number of internal vertices and the number of edges needed for encoding
the 2D mesh.

The output of the algorithm will be the 2D mesh with its geometry and connectiv
ity. The geometry consists of the vertex coordinates of the mesh. The connectivity
information is depicted by triangle faces in the mesh with the vertex indices of the
three vertices joining it.

The Delaunay Triangulation based approach can be explained using a simple 2D
mesh as shown in Figure 5.8(a). Figure 5.8(b) to (f) show the required five edge
flips to make the 2D mesh a constrained Delaunay triangulation. At each step the
dotted line represent the edge which has to be flipped and bold edge represent the
new edge.

The listed edge flips and the geometry Gm of the mesh are compressed by using any
of the well known algorithms mentioned above.

In the decompression algorithm of our approach, we first obtain the constrained De
launay triangulation on Gm i.e. the mesh shown in Figure 5.8(f). The original mesh
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>626

(b) Flip edge {1,8) to edge {4,5}

(a) A 2D mesh

£

(c) Flip edge {6,16} to edge {12,5}

(e)Flip edge {3,8} to edge {4,7}

(d)Flip edge {5,16} to edge {12,8}

(f) Flip edge {12,15} to edge {9,17}

Figure 5.8: Example to explain our approach
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can be reconstructed from this constrained Delaunay triangulation by reflipping
the edges in the reverse order of the compression algorithm. Hence, by following
the Figure 5.8 from (f) to (a) we will get back the original mesh th a t was compressed.

5.4

A nalysis of the approach

5.4.1

Analysis o f the Compression algorithm

Edge Flip algorithm was first proposed in [37]. A three dimensional interpretation
of triangulations and of Edge Flip algorithm concludes th a t an edge is subject to
flip operation at most once. Since there are at most Q) edges of a graph with n
vertices, there are fewer than (”) edge flip operations. Hence, it takes 0 ( n 2) time
to construct Delaunay Triangulation, starting from an arbitrary triangulation.

In our case we already have the arbitrary triangulation in the form of the 2D triangle
mesh but we need to store it in an appropriate format.

For simple meshes genus g — 0. Substituting this value in (2.2) for a simple mesh
having t triangles, n vertices and e edges we get,

e = t + n — 2,

(5.1)

The number of triangle faces is assumed to be equal to twice the number of vertices
i.e. t & 2n. Hence, from (5.1)

e « 3n,

(5.2)

Storing e edges in a quad structure requires 0 ( e 2) time or 0 ( n 2) time. Hence the
flip generation of the compression algorithm and the mesh reconstruction of the
decompression algorithm takes 0 (n2) time.

It has been proved in [37] th a t given a n points triangulation in a plane, the number
of non-local Delaunay edges is half the number of total edges and this bound is
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proved to be tight.

5.4.2

Analysis o f M esh Decompression algorithm

Construction of Delaunay Triangulation is known to run in O (n lo g n ) using either
divide and conquer or plane sweep algorithms. Hence, the Constrained Delaunay
triangulation is intended to resemble the plain Delaunay triangulation as much as
possible with the additional constraint th a t it must include prescribed edges.

Constrained Delaunay Triangulation can also be constructed in 0 ( n log n) time by
either the divide and conquer algorithm of [8] or by the Plane sweep algorithm of
Raimund Seidel described in [43].

The number of edges given as input to the decompression algorithm as the edges to
be flipped to convert Constrained Delaunay Triangulation to 2D mesh is linear and
so the re-flipping takes place in linear time.

5.5

Summary

We present a technique for constructing the whole topology of a 2d mesh from its
geometry and a few constrained edges. In doing so, we use the unique Constrianed Delaunay Triangulation property of the vertices of the mesh and the Edge
Flip algorithm. The Compression method takes 0 ( n 2) time and the Decompression
algorithm takes O(ralogn) time.

This method cannot be easily generalized to 3D meshes because the surface mesh
is a 2.5D mesh as compared to its Delaunay Triangulation which is 3D. A 3D mesh
can be converted to 2D mesh and the compression technique can be applied to it
and the decompression algorithm successfully produces the 2D mesh. But there are
no proposed methods for converting 2D mesh to the 3D mesh.
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Algorithm 6: Two-DimensionaLMeshCompression
Input :a 2D triangular mesh M t = (Gm, Cm).
Output:A list of boundary vertices B V = {bvi, bv2, • • •, bvk}, a list of
internal vertices I V — {iVk+i,iVk+2, • • •, ivv} and a list of flipped edges
E F = { e /i,e /2, . .. ,e fp}.
Construct the Quad edge list Q E from Cm.
Initialize an empty list E F to store flipped edges.
Separate the boundary vertices from the interior vertices and list them
separately.
Modify the quad edge structure, so th a t the edges have vertex pointers to
B V and I V instead of V.
Flip Generation:
Push all non-locally Delaunay interior edges on stack S and mark them,
while S is not empty do
e = S.popi)

if e is non-locally delaunay then

►
Edge enew = eDest[eOnext] eDest[e'Onext]

Replace e with enew in QE.
Unmark e.
Add enew to the list E F .
Push the four non common edges (i.e. eOnext(e), eD next(e),
e'Onext{e) and e'D next(e) of e and e' triangle on the S.
end
Compress the entries of E F into a binary representation using any
well known lossless compression algorithm,
end
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A lg o rith m 7: Two-Dimensional_Mesh_Decompression
In p u t:A list of binary encoded boundary vertices
B V = {bvi,bv 2 , . . . , bvk}, a list of binary encoded internal vertices
I V = {ivk+i, iVk+2 , ■■■, ivv} and a list of binary encoded flipped edges
E F = {e/i, e / 2, . . . , e fp}.
O u tp u t: a 2D triangular mesh M t = (Gm, Crn).
Decompress the binary encoded lists of BV, I V and E F .
Construct constrained Delaunay triangulation CDT on vertices of B V and
I V such th a t there is no edge outside the boundary specified by B V i.e
C D T = { { B V ,I V ) ,E F )
Construct the Quad edge list QE from C D T
fo r * <—p to 1 do
Find the edge qex which represents the ef, in QE.
Let qenew = eDest[eOnext] eDest[e'Onext].
Replace qex by qenew.
en d
Combine IV and BV obtain Cm.
Obtain Cm from QE.
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C H A PTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1

Conclusion and Future Work

Many 3D models are represented by quadrilateral meshes th a t contain a surprisingly
small percentage of triangles. The models from the Viewpoint and Cyberware D ata
labs and the output formats generated from many computer aided design (CAD)
packages have high quality 3D models represented by irregular quadrilateral meshes.
B ut the mesh compression techniques th a t are available either address triangle mesh
compression or polygonal mesh compression. In order to compress the quad mesh
models we need to either convert them into triangles or treat them as polygons. In
the former case, the quad meshes have to be pre-triangulated and additional infor
mation describing how to recover the original mesh structure from the stream of
compressed triangles needs to be encoded. Further more, most quad meshes have
associated properties such as normal, color or texture information th a t account for a
large portion of the storage costs. Triangulating a quad mesh not only adds an extra
processing step, but also increases the number of faces and corners-replicating their
associated properties. Compressing quad meshes using polygon mesh compression
techniques would require additional bits to encode the degree of the polygon along
with its connectivity. Hence, the need for an efficient compression technique for
quad meshes is justified.

We have presented a compression algorithm designed specifically for quad meshes.
Our algorithm has been tested on a variety of sample meshes ranging from simple
to very complex. The algorithm encodes the quad meshes used in practice to less
than about l/1 0 th its size. This encoding can be further compressed to less than
a bit per vertex for even very large meshes using any block sorting technique such
as the bzip. These results suggest th a t in applications requiring compression and
high level-of -detail, it may be more efficient to support quadrilateral meshes than
to triangulate all quads arbitrarily.
82
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Also, in this thesis we proposed a technique for reconstructing the connectivity of a
2D triangular mesh from its geometry and minimum set edges. This method reduces
the mesh (both geometry and connectivity) compression to just the compression of
its geometry and a few edges. The geometry can then be compressed using any of
the existing techniques such as quantization, prediction and statistical coding. This
method could not be extended for 3D triangle meshes.
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APPENDIX A
Small Quad Mesh Examples

(b) Toms I

(e) 2HeadTorus

(f) Torus 1 -Hich

Figure A .l: Examples of small meshes
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APPENDIX B
Large Quad Mesh Examples

(1) Soccer Ball

ic >n u raerm m

Figure B.l: Examples of large meshes
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APPENDIX C
Very Large Quad Mesh Examples

(a)( )flo\ver

(b)Squirrel

(d)Focal

(c )S la iu e

(e)Cow-High

Figure C.l: Examples of very large meshes
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